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< 350 students in a cohort: $165+ (Nominated cohort size x $5.50)

350+ students in a cohort: $2,500

TRAINING - There is no formal training required to access Morrisby Careers. A range of support

materials are available including:

Pre-assessment video (Aimed at students)

Post-assessment video – unpacking your results (Aimed at students)

Morrisby Manager navigation videos

PRICING - Available via an annual, cohort-based licence. All students may access MC within this

licence. The annual charges for schools/colleges are: 

 TAFEs/Universities: please contact us to discuss a fair price based on expected usage. 

Example calculation for cohort size under 350: Pick the year group you primarily want to use the MC

with. Let's say this is Year 10 and you have 100 students. This would mean your first annual licence

would be $165 + (100 x $5.50) = $715 (inclusive of GST).

Rationale: We initially looked carefully at bandings for pricing and also a single price for all schools.

We found that this approach disadvantaged smaller schools and those towards the lower end of all

the banding sizes. While a banding of 100-200 may look cheap for the 200-student school, the real

price per student is nearly double for the 100-student school.

We have decided to spend a little more time with invoicing to generate consistency and equity in

pricing. Each year you will be asked how large your nominated cohort is and the invoice will be

adjusted accordingly. If the school does not continue with the MC licence the student records are

locked. If the school uses the Morrisby Profile for a cohort, Morrisby Careers is free.
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